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The BOlar atmoBpbet-e, from the photosphere to the corona., is strongly structured by magnetic field 
and stratified by gravity. In such a medium the propagation of JD8!Detohydrodynamic (MIlD) WBWS 

is extremely complicated, with the well known results of a uniform medium providing only a limited 
guidance BB well BB to the behaviour of the model! in the inhomogeneouB atmosphere of the Sun. As 
an illUBtration of BOlar stratifica.tion, it is curiOUB to observe that in a region extending upwards from 
the photosphere to tho low chromOBphere, over which the temperature decreaaeB from a photoBpheric 
value of about 6000 K to about 4000 K in the chromoBpbere, the plaBma density declines by two 
orders of magnitude. 

Magnetic fields introduce structuring into the atmOBphere. At the photospbmic level, the field 
is found to occur in magnetic clumps or flux tubes, which are isolated from their neighbours. the 
field lJtrengths are high, generating a hierarchy ranging from 1.5 kG in intenBe flux tubes to 3 kG 
in BWlSpOts. InteruJc flux tubes are the 'building blockB' of tho photoBphcric field; they are found 
to J"CBide prcfcrentiaJly in the down-droughts of supergranules BUd have a radiUB of about 10~ Ian. 
POIIBCIIBing such a small scale, they are below the resolution limit of ground based teleBCOpeB 8I1d are 
coJ1lleQucntly to be the subject of BeVeraJ space miBsioDB. 

SUDBpOts reprCBeIlts the largest spatial Beale of photospheric structuring, poB""!Iing diameters 
typica.lly in tho 4)( loa - 10-' km range. Between the extremCB of tho inte:nBe tube and 1IUDBpOt, knots 
and poreB occur; field strengths are in the rango of 1.5 - 2 kG and diameters of the order of 103 km. 

Above the photospheric Iayurs, in the low chromOBphere, the isolated flux tubes rapidly expand 
to merge with their neighbours, completely filling the chroIDOBphore and corona with magnetie field. 
The photosphere may be viewed BB comprising of two media; a magnetic region where the plasma IJ 
is of the order of unity, and a weak field where IJ is very high. In the chromosphere, IJ is everywhere 
of order unity or leBBi in the corona, the magnetic field is generally dominant with IJ < < 1. Magnetic 
structuring is also present in tho corona. Whereas both structuring and st;ratlflca.tion are sigmficant 
in the photoBphere, stral.J.fication is lCBB important in the corona beca.UBe many coronal Btructures 
(such BB loops) have BCBlQB leBB than or at most comparable with the local PreBBure scale-height. 
ThUB, tho coronal plasma is in BOme WBya OBBier to treat a.na.lytica.lly than the flux tubes of the 
photosphere. NonetheleBB, each region hBB its own Bet of problOlDB. In the corona deDBity and tem
perature inhomogeneitiQB are common. 

2. Waves In Bux tubes 

The evidence for the occurrence of magnetic nux tubes in astrophyaica.l phenomena is increasing 
all the time. Flux tubes (or flux ropes) are believed to occur in extrBgB.lactlc jetB, in the magneto-
8phereB of BOmo planetB, and in the Sun. Indeed in the C8BO of the Sun almost aU of the magnetic 
flux emerging through the photospheric II11rlace is found to occur in concentra.ted forms, ranging in 
BCale from the visible BUDBpot to the sub arcscc intonBe flux tubes. ThUB, the BOurce of coronal or 
BOlar wind magnetism is to be found in concentrated roots of magnetic field emerging from the deep 
interior. FirBtly, we note that a tube is a wave gwdc. It permits waves to propagate without spatia.! 
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attenuation. Thus a tube is likely to be a good communication channel perhaps providing a connoo
tion botwecn an onergy SOUl"CO and an anergy sink. For example, photospheric fiux tubes connect tho 
convection zone - an ample source of energy, capecially in granules - with the chromosphere and the 
corona. Secondly, we obacrvc that a magnetic flux tubca is an clastic object (and so an elastic, not 
rigid, WIlw guide) and aa such is liIroIy to reapond to sudden changes by guiding waves. Sunapots are 
known to support a wide 'Yal"iety of wave phenomena [1-8). From an obaervational point of view tho 
clca.reat evidence for flux tubea as magnetically distinct structures existB in the solar photosphere. 
An excellent review on the dyuamica of flux tubes in the solar atmosphere is preaented in [9). In 
addition to this review, there have been other works on tho obeervations of dynamica related to .Dux 
tubes [10-19) and from theoretical poJDt of view [20-30). 

B.l. Wave equanona 

The starting point for our discuBaion is the linear magnotohydrodyna.mic waves equations m a mag
netically structured atmoaphcre. In this diBcuBsion we mall ignore a number of complicationB such 
as nonlinearity, non-adia.ba.ticity, curvature, parametric wave coupling, gravitational stratification, 
and BOWl!. All these effects are likely to prove important in various circumstances, but a full B8-

Be8BIDent of their significance is not yet available, though a number of aapccts have been examined. 
Fbr example, flowa and nonlinearity have recently been diacusBed in a general fonn by Ballai and 
Erdolyi (31), BallBi et al [32), and parametric mode coupling has been discus8ed in Zaqaraahvili (33J 
and ZaqarBhvili and Roberta [34). Our aim is to bring out the Bimpleat form of the general features 
of wave propagation in structured medium as they apply directly to OBCillationB, and this is moat 
conveniently done in termB of the linear equationB of wave motion. 

Accordingly, we conaider the linear equationa of motion v = (Vr. V,I, vz). written in tho form (ace 
for example Roberta 135)), 

pa(:3 -~=)vz = -(&. ~~) !(~). 
where the total preIIBUl1I variationB PT • given by 

are related to the fiOW' v through 

1 
PT =p+ -Bo' B, 

IJ 

': = pa~ ~: - pa(e, + ~)mtIV. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Here we haw taken a DOn-uniform equilibrium magnetic field Bo = Boi which is aligned with the 
z-axis of our coordinate aystem.. The field strength Bo is such as to balance plasma preasure Po, 
through 

(5) 

The flaw is v = v.i + V.L, for component l1z along thct applied magnetic fi'tld and Bow V.L 

in the plane perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. Written in this ~, Eqs (1)-(5) ~ be 
applied both to ftux tubes, deacribed by a cylindrical coordinate ll)'lltem (r, fJ. z), and magnetic slabs, 
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described by CarleBi.an coordinates (x, y, z). Throo basic speoda immediately arise in Eqs (1)-(4): the 
sound apced c. = (7Po/po)I/2, tho Alfv6n spood CA = (B02/lJpo)I/2, and the slow magnatoacoustic 
apood or defined through 

(8) 

Each of thOllO speeds is in general a function of the coordinate perpendicular to the appliod magnetic 
field, be it tho radius r in cylindrical coordinatos or x in the Cartesian coordinates. Eqs (1)-(4) 
are the basic equations describing MHD waw propagation in a magnetically structurod medium, 
with radial structuring in cylindrical geometry and structuring in x in a slab geometry (Roberts 
[35]). There is a rich structure in the equations, and this structure is important for oscillations. The 
corona in particular, is generally considered to be a low (3 plasma, so that c. «CAj consequently, 
the ordering of speeds is typically or < C" < < CA. When applied to a discrete flux tube with 
Alfvcm speed CA Insido the tube and an environment with Alfv6n speed CAe, a further apood becomes 
importantj it is the mean Alfv6n, or kink speed, CK, defined through 

( po~ +P"~e) CK = , 
po+p. 

(1) 

where po denoOOs the plasma density within the tube and Pe is the density in the tube's magnetic 
environment. 

The speed eK is intermediate between CA &Ild CAe. In the extreme of a magnetic field Bo 
being everywhere uniform with the tube defined simply by virtue of a strong density enhancement 
(po » Pel, then CK = J'2CA. 

The speeds or and CK have been recognized as important in a number of early studIes in 
connection with photospheric flux tubes (Dofouw [36], Roberts and Webb [37], Spruit and Roberts 
[38]) and coronal tubas (Wilson [39], Spruit [3], Edwin and Roberts [22]). The speed CK also arises 
in the dascription of waves and instabilities on magnetic interfaces (Miles and Roberts [40]). 

One solution of tho above system of Eqs (1)-(4) is PT = 0 with tlr = tI" = 0 and 8/{}(J = OJ thIS 
describes a torsional Alfv6n wave v = (0, v" 0) which l18.t1Bfies the wave equation with Alfv6n speed 
cA(r). More generally, when PT -:F 0, it is usual to describo preasw-e variations (and the associated 
motion) in terms of a Fourier reprEII8I1tatiOD, writing 

(8) 

for frequency w, azimuthal number n = 0, I, 2, ... , and longitudinal wavenumber k". The resulting 
equations may then bo simplified to yield the ordinary differential equation (Edwin and Roberts 
[22]) 

(9) 

with m 2 given by, 
3() (k:~ - w2)(k:~ - w2

) m r -- (c: + ~)(k~4 - w:l) 

Equation (9) p0SBe8Be8 singularities at w2 = ~~ and w2 = ~4j these singularities generate tho 
Alfv~n and slow continua, respectively. The presence of these singularities is an indication of a 
number of interesting effects connected with tho phenomenon of resonant absorption (Goossens 
[41]), of particular interest in coronal heating. 
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We consider the specific cue of a flux tube of radius a (Figure 1), field strength Bo and plasma 
denaity Po embedded in a magnetic environment with field strength Be and plasma. denaity p" : 

Bo(r) = Bol , r < a, (10) 

Bo(r) = Brn, r > a, (11) 

aDd a similu expraIIion for the deDslty. The AltWn, aound and tube speeds with the tube are CAl, 

C.l and Cell with corresponding values in the external medium. The equation is aolved in terms of 
&.el func:tioD for PT 88 J .. (nor) in r < a and K .. (m"r) in r i. a, with the result, 

where 

no J~(noa) m" K~(m"a) 
Pol (k~~l - w2) J .. (noa) = PD2(k:c2A2 - 1.112) K .. (mea) , 

II (wll - k:C~ll)(w2 - ~C:l) 
no = (C:l + C~41)(w2 - k~4) , 

2 (k=c2~ - w2)(k=~2 - wll) 
m. = (C:2 + ~2)(k~41 - wll) 

(12) 

Equation (12) is the dispersion relation describing waves in a magnetic Jl.ux tube that is embedded 
in a magnetic environment; it applies when m" > 0, corresponding to waves that are confined to 
the tube. The integer n that arises in the dClllCription of tuba waves defines the geometry of the 
vibrating tuba, the case n = 0 corresponds to the B&UBBgC wave ( a symmetric pulsation of the 
tube, with the central axis of the tube remaining undisturbed ). The case n = 1 describes a kink 
modo (involving lateral displacements of the tube, maintaining a circular cnlIIIHIeCtion, with the 
axis of the tube resembliDg a wriggling snake). A sketch of the above modes is given in Figure 2. 
Finally, there are fluting modes (n ~ 2), which ripple the boundazy of the tube. Only the kink 
mode displaces the central axis of the vibrating mode. The restriction m" > 0 imposed on the ftux 
tube diBperBion relation means that the amplitude of a wave declines with radius r (> a) so that 
far from the tube there is DO appreciable disturbance. Inside the tube (for r < a), the disturbance 
is oscillatory if ~ > 0, or non-oscillatory (OYIUleacent) if ~ < O. Modes that inside the tube are 
oscillatory in r are called body waves. In the strongly magnetized coronal plasma, the modes are 
body waves. The waves are dlspersive, the phaao speed c (= w/k.) of a tube wave depending upon 
its wavelength 21r/k., through the combination /c.a. The dispersion relation (12) possesses two sets 
of modos, namely fast and slow body waves. There are no surface (ng < 0) waves. The fast waves 
arc strongly disperaJ.ve, and arise only if CAli> CAl; if CA2 < CAl. then the fast waves are leaky and 
propagate energy away from the region of high Alfv6n speed. Fast body wayes, then, are trapped 
in rogiOJUl of low AJfvtm speod, typically corresponding to regions of high plasma density. Regions 
of low Alfv6n speed in a strongly magnetized plasma provide wave guides for fast magnetoacoUlltic 
waves (Uchida (42), Roberts et al 143». 

f.f. ThIn Jfv:z tube WGtIeI 

The region of the solar atmosphere lying between the photosphere and the corona is highly c0m

plicated. It contains an obvious energy source for wave motiOJUl in the granules and supergranullll 
that reside in the convection zone, aDd it is a region of the Sun where stratification effects are most 
pronounced. Added to this is the compm architecture of the magnetic field, which tends to occur in 
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Figure 1: A simple model of a flux rube 

concentrated structures (ranging from sma.11-acaJ.e intense flux tubes through to pores and sunspots) 
in the photosphere but has spread out to fill the available plasma in the upper chromosphere and the 
corona. This complex magnetic architecture, forming throe dimensional structures overlying regions 
that are largely field-free, is difficult to model and the description of MHD waves especially complex. 
One aros. where dotailed theoretical studies are available is that of thin flux tubes. By 888WIling that 
magnetism is confined to thin tubes which expand outwa.rds with height, it is pOBBible to describe in 
detail the various modes of oscillation of the tube. The applicability of such thOOriOB to oscillations 
high above the photosphere, where the field has expanded out, is difficult to 88IICSII, but it IICCIDIi 

reasonable to suppose that the features predicted for thin tubes are approximate guides to what 
might actually occur in this complex zone. The occurrence of Klein- Gordon equation, describing 
waves in flux tubes as well as BOund waves offers BOme support that these descnptions aro useful. 
The Klem-Gordon equation is given by 

fPQ fPQ 2 
(Jt2 - ~ 8.12 + 0 Q = O. (13) 

Here Q = Q(z, t) is given by, 

Q( t)= [Po(Z)Ao(z)c2(z)]1
/
2 

.I, Po (z)Ao (z)c2 (0) 

A(z, t) the tube area is related to the preBBure p(z, t). 0 2 , the cut-off frequency is a complicated 
expression involving the deDBity, tubo area, BOund speed and the gravity. 

The Klein-Gordon equation holds for a wide variety of thin elastic tubes. In addition to the 
modes describod above, we have other types of MHD waves such as shear AIMn Waves, Magneto 
Acoustic Waves, IntemaJ Gravity Waves, Inertial Waves. These modes arise depending on the effects 
of compressibility, gravity, rotation taken. into account. More details on these waves can be had from 
Priest [44]. 

3. CoroDBl WBV88 

The high rosolution observations of the BOlar corona by the instruments on board SOHO and TRACE 
missions have brought us a breakthrough in the oxperimental study of coronal wave activity [45]. The 
majority of the coronal wave phenomena discovered by these missions is aBBOciated with variations 
of the EUV emissions produced by coronal plasmas. The characteristic speeds of the variations are 
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Figure 2: Dlfferent modos In a flux tube 

found to be about several minutes. Observationally dctcnruncd properties of various coronal waves 
aud oscillations are quite different. allowing us to distinguish between several kinds of phenomena. In 
particular, kink and longitudinal modes aro confidently interpreted in the data. The modes of other 
typos, in particular sausage and torsiOnal, predicted by theory, have not been identified in EUV data. 
However, the sausago modes are believed to be routinely observed in the radio band. Unresolved 
torsional wavos can be responsible for the modulation of non-thermal broadcmng of coronal emission 
liIlCll. The observational discovery of coronal waves reinforced wave-based theories of coronal. heating 
and led to tho creation of a new branch of coronal physics' MHD coronal seismology, first proposed 
as a theoretical possibility by Uchida [46] and Roberts et al [43]. Measuring the properties of 
MHD waves and oscillations (periods, wavelengths, amplitudes, temporal aud spatial signatures, 
chara.ctenstic sconarios of the wave evolution), combined with theoretical modeling of the wave 
phenomena (dispersion relations, evolutionary equations etc.), we can determino values of the mcau 
paramctcl'l! of the corona, such as the magnetic field strength and transport coefficients. Thc first 
practical implementation of this method was made by Na.ka.riakov at a.l [47] and Na.ka.riakov and 
Ofman [48] 

Theoretical aspects of MIlD waves in the solar coronal pLasma. have been mvestigated for decades. 
Thore have been also several reports on the existenco of MHD phenomenon in the BOlar corona [49-541. 
With the spatial detection of oscillations by tho Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE) 
spacecraft roccntly, theories on MHD waves tako on a new vigour. It has now proved possiblo to 
systematically study coronal loop oscillations and their decay [55,56]. OscillatiOns in hot loops have 
also been very recently detected by SUMER (Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation) 
spectrometer on the Solar and Heliosphcric Observatory (SoHO) [57,58]. The theory of coronal 
loop oscillations bas recently been reviewed in [59-63]. However, it is evident that the subject is 
developing apace, led by the recent observational discovenes which have prompted a re-examination 
of theoretical aspects. 

3.1. Acoushc flJatJe8 In coronal loops 

Slow magnetosonic waves (acoustic waves) arc an abundant feature of tho coronal wave activity, 
known from observations such as SOHO/EIT, uves, SUMER and TRACE. Tbeso modes are lon
gitudinal in nature, perturbing the density of the plasma and the parallel component of the velocity. 
Both propagating and standing waves are observed. 
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S.I!. Propagating lon!JItudinal 'Waves 

With imaging telescopes, propagating longitudinal waves arc observed in both open and closed 
coronal magnetic structures. The standard observational techniquo is the usc of the stroboscopic 
method : tho emission intensities along a chosen path, taken in different instants of time are laid 
side-by-side to form a time-distance map. Diagonal stripes of these maps exhibit disturbances which 
change thell" position in time and, consequently, propagate along the path. This method allows the 
determination of penods (or wavelengths), relative amplitudes and projected propagation speeds. 
The first observational detection of longitudinal waves camo from analyzing the polarized brightness 
(dCDBity) fluctuations The fluctuations with periods of about 9 min were detected in coronal holes 
at a height of about 1.9 Re by Ofman et al [64,65] using the white light channel of tho SOHO/UVCS. 
Thcoretical models of the propagation of longitudmal waves in stratified coronal structures (Ofman 
et al [66], Ofman et al [67], Nakariakov et al [68]) , descnbe the evolution of the wavo shape and 
amplitude with the distance along tho structure B In tenns of the extended Burgers equation, 

8A ~A '8A 
8B - alA - Ck2 8{2 + a3A 8{ = 0, (14) 

where the coeffiCIents all a2, a3 are in general functlOns of B and describe al - the effects of 
stratIfication, radiative losses and beating, a2 - dissipation by thermal conductivity and viscosity 
and a3 - nonlmearityj and the ( = B - C.t is the running coordinate. 

Solutions of the above equation arc in satisfactory agreement with the observed evolution of 
the wave amplitude. Also, full MOO 2D numerical modelmg of these waves gives similar results. 
The energy carried and deposited by the observed waves is cortainly insufficient for heating of the 
loop. However, Tsiklauri and Nakariakov [69] bas shown that wide spectrum slow magnetoa.coustic 
waves, consistent with currently available observations in the low frequency part of the spectrum, 
can provide the rate of heat dissipation bufficient to hoat the loop. 

9.S. KmJc oBCIllatlons 

Movies created Wlth the, use of coronal imaging data show fast-dccaying quasi-penodic displaccmont 
of loops, often responding to an energy release nearby, in a form of a flare or eruption (flare generated 
oscilla.tions). Analysis of 26 oscillating loops with lengths of 74-582 Mm, obscrvod in EUV with 
TRACE [56] yielded periods 2.3 - 10.8 min, which is different for different loops. It is known that 
coronal loops are anchored. in tho dense plasma of tho photosphere, so it is reasonable to assume 
that any motions in the corona arc clfect.ively zero at the base of a loop. Tho observed properties 
of these oscillations can be interpreted in tonns of a kink fast magnetosonic mode [22]. The first 
observation of kink oscillations was after the flare on the 14th July 1998 at 12.55 UT. The oscillation 
was identified as a global mode, with the maximum displacement situated ncar the loop apex and 
the nodes near the foot points. Using the above tboory Nakariakov and Ofman [48) estimated the 
magnetic field m an oscillating loop as 13 ± 9 G. The effect of uniform flows on kink oscillations 
was studied by Satya Narayanan et al [27). We briefly describe tbell" results : Assumo the plasma 
fJ < < 1. The pressure balance condition is given by, 

B2 B2 
Po + .-!!.. = Pe + ..-!.. (15) 

2JJ 2JJ 

For a = Pe/ Po, E = UO/CA1, X = W/kCAl and low-fJ plasma, it can be shown that 

mo = k[1 - (x - E)2]1/3 = mO. (16) 
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(17) 

The dispersion relation for low-f3 plasma with :flow can 00 written as, 

[(x - E)l! - 1](1 - ax2)1/2 + a(z2 - 1)[1 - (x - E)2j1/2 F(mQ, m:, a) = 0, (18) 

F( • • ) Km(m:a)I:.a(mQa) 
fnQ,me,a = K' ( • )1 ( .). 

m mea m moa 
(19) 

The above relation (Eq. 18) is highly tra.nsccndental and Wlll have to be solved numerically. However, 
for ka < < 1, OQO can show that F( ma, m: , a) :::s I, so that the dispersion relation would reduce to, 

(20) 

For long wavolcngths, the phase speed of the kink mode is about equal to the so-called kink speed 
CK which, in the low-f3 plasma is, 

[ 
2 ] 1/2 

CK:::S 1 + ne/'no CAl! (21) 

where no and n~ are the plasma concentrations inside and outside the loop, respoctively, and CAl is 
the Alfv6n speed inside the loop. 

It was shown by Na.kariakav and Ofman [48] that the formula for the kink speed can be utilized 
to determine the magnetic field as followa : 

(22) 

9.4. Sausage oscillations 

Modulated coronal radio emission which have periodicities in the range 0.5 - 5 s have been interpreted 
in tenns of a fast magnotoacoustic mode, the sausage modo, associated with the perturbations of 
the loop croes-section and plasma concentratlon by Nakarialrov et aI [70]. Quasi periodic pulsations 
of shortor periods (0.5 - 10 s) may be associated with sausage modes of bJgher spatial harmonics 
[43,48]. There have been quasi periodic pulsations in the periods 14 - 17 s, which oscillate in phase 
at a loop apex and its foot points which have been observed at radio wavelengths. These modes 
have a maximum magnetic field perturbation at loop apex and nodes and at the foot points. 
The dispersion relatlon for magnetoacoustic waves in cylindrical magnetic flux tubes has many types 
of long wavelength solutions in the fast mode branch (n = 0, I, 2, ... ) with the lowest ones called 
the sausage (n = 0) and kink mode (n = 1). Kink mode solutions extends all the way to the long 
wavelength limit (ka -+ 0) while the sausage mode has a cut-off at a phase speed, 

(23) 

which has no solutions for wavenumbers ka < kca. 
The cut-off wavenumber kc is given by, 

(24) 
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Under coronal conditions the sound speed c. ~ 150 - 260 lan/s and Alfv6n speed is l1A ~ 1000 km/s. 
Therefore, 

(25) 

Here tube speed is similar to sound speed, 

(26) 

Tho cxpl"C88ion for tho cut-off wavenumber reduces to, 

(27) 

For a typical density ratio in the solar corona (0.1 - 0.5), the cut-off wavenumber kcB falls in 
the range 0.8 ~ keB ~ 2.4. Therefore, the long wavelength sausage mode oscillation is completely 
suppressed for the slender loops. The occurrence of global sausage modes therefore requires special 
conditions : (i) very high density contrast Pol Pe, (ii) relative thick loops to satisfy Ic > ke. The 
high density ratio PoIPe» 1 or l1A2/11Al » 1 yields the following simple expression for the cut-ofJ" 
wavenumber Icc, 

(28) 

The cut-off wavenumber condition k > ke implies a constraint between the loop geometry ratio 
(2a/L) and tho density contrast ratio (Pel Po) which turns out to be, 

L 
2B ~ 0.65 vi Pol Pe· (29) 

Also it can be shown that tho period of the sausage modo I18.t18fies the condition, 

D 2'11"B 2.620 
".au. < -- ~ --. 

1011Al l1Al 
(30) 

Observations of radio burst emission from the 'disturbed' Sun at meter wavelength seem to 
provide the bulk of availablo eVIdence for coronal oscillations [71]. One of the important reasons 
for this is the high temporal resolution with which data can be obtained. Also, accordmg to AB
chwandon [51], the favourable conditions for MHD oscillations occur mainly in the upper part of 
the corona. Since the radio emission observed in the meter wavelength range originate mainly at 
heights > 0.2 Re above the solar photosphere, they play an useful role in this cormection. We 
recently analyzed the data obtained with the Gauribidanur radioheliograph [72] and Mauritius radio 
telescope [73] for quasi-periodic emission from tho solar corona. Tho theory of MHD oscillations 
WB8 used to detormine the AIMn speed and magnetie field. Tho estimated values arc in the rango 
800-1200 k:m/s and 3-30 G, rcspoctive1y [74-76]. 

4. Summary 

In summary, the observatlonal and theoretlcal investigations of solar coronal waves is a ra.pidly de
veloplng branch of solar physics. Kink and longitudinal MHD waves with periods 2 - 15 min are 
observed in the EUV. There is also strong evidence for the presence of shorter periodlcities in radlo 
and X-ray bands. High resolution observations of solar coronal wave activity provide us with a new 
powerful method for the investigation of the coronal plasma (coronal seismology). One of tho most 
important missions to study the Sun is underway and is being developed m Japan. This is the 
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Solar-B spacecraft, which is schoduled to be launched in the year 2006 [77]. The detection of MHD 
oscillations is one of its main objectives. With the advancement of technology which will enable 
us to get more informati~n of the Sun through observations with good resolution (both spatial and 
temporal), more theoretical. fmpravcments need to be carried out to interpret tho observations in 
the years to come. 
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